
AROUND THE WORLD WITH HAMMIE

Teaching families the importance of good posture
lying, sitting and standing.

Hammie in Peru 



Hammie is a simplified anatomical model created to demonstrate how tightness in multi-
joint muscles of the legs, or stiffness in a hip-joint, can affect the whole body and cause 

additional distortions, especially in children with limited movements caused by disability.  



Hammie was invented twenty 
years ago in New Hampshire, 
USA, by Sammie Wakefield, 
an Occupational Therapist, 
and was made of wood. 
These early models were 
made of pine. Later, Wooden 
Hammie was made of maple. 



In the seated position Wooden Hammie demonstrates the effect of forced knee extension when 

hamstrings lack adequate range. This can happen with footrests that are too far away from where 

the feet need to be, or a seat that is too long. 

Picture A Tight hamstrings are accommodated by allowing the knees to be at 90 degrees so the 

pelvis can be neutral with a normal spinal curve.

Picture B When the feet are pulled out, the tight hamstring muscle pulls the pelvis backward. 

Picture C Head righting causes the spine to accommodate – but does this by rounding the back 

and bending the neck backwards. This posture negatively affects swallowing, breathing and 

causes tailbone pressure on the skin.   
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Wooden Hammies were useful teaching 
tools but were too labor intensive to 
produce and their heads tended to 
droop.  In 2016, at an Eleanore’s Project 
seating clinic in Lima, Peru, Brian 
Burkhart, team member, and a Rehab 
Engineer, saw one and said: 

“I want one, and I can 3D print these.” 



And that is just what he and 
Eleanore’s Project did. Here is 
Hammie contemplating the 3D 
printer that made him. 

Wooden Hammie with 3D printed  
Hammie V.



Hammie V made his 
public debut in the 
spring of 2019 in Peru 
with Eleanore’s Project, 
and few days later at 
the International 
Seating Symposium in 
Pittsburg.

Here is Hammie with his 
inventor, Sammie, at 
the Poster Session she 
presented. 



At the Yancana Huasy Eleanore’s 

Project seating clinic, Jesus, his 

Dad, and his OT, learn about how 

to help his body grow straight as 
Kate interprets what Hammie and 

Tamara are demonstrating about 

his tight hamstrings.  



In the faceup lying position if the knees and hips cannot both straighten at the same 
time due to tight hamstrings, the legs will seek a support surface, because they are 
heavy at 20% of the body weight. These positions put the hips at risk of dislocation.
Hammie can help children and families visualize what is going on with their bodies.   



The many hours spent sleeping, 
are a wonderful opportunity for 
fighting the distorting effects of 
gravity by using a supportive 
sleep system. 

This strategy harnesses gravity as 
an ally instead of a distorting force 
and takes advantage of the 
growth hormone that is primarily 
secreted at night, to help 
children’s bodies grow straight.



Nestor has spina 

bifida causing a 

large gibbus

(protrusion) on his 

back. He needs a 

foam-in-place back 

cushion and a 

complex seat 

cushion to sit well.

At 13 he is delighted 

to be able to have 

wheels  so he can 

move again. 



Nestor has always slept on his stomach because of the 

gibbus. He has tight hamstrings and this stomach sleeping 
pattern has contributed to the spreading of his legs. Nestor 

and his Dad had a long talk with Tamara (with Hammie’s

help) about the importance of  changing his sleeping 
posture. We made Nestor a custom sleep system out of two 

oversized cushions and he fell asleep in it in the noisy clinic. 



About a month after the clinics we received this picture of Nestor using his sleep system at 
home. He now has a chance to maintain and perhaps improve his hip range of motion, so 
that he can continue to fit into a wheelchair that will go through doorways, even when his 
legs are longer. Hammie helped him and his father understand his body.  



Sheril has lots of skills in spite of her congenital 
amputations. Though wheels are her most 
efficient method of mobility, she is able to do 
some limited walking and she is quite proud of 
this skill. 



Sheril and her mom talk with OT Alan (and Hammie) 

about the importance of a neutral supported sleeping 

posture with her leg length difference. With a  block of 

foam taped to one of Hammie’s feet to simulate leg 
length difference, they could see the pelvis tip sideways 

and the spine curve to the side – a pattern that could 

cause body distortion over time. But sleeping in a neutral 
posture, when most growth occurs, is a good antidote. 



Three Hammies wait their turn to help teach important lessons 
during an Eleanore’s Project Clinic in Peru. 



Hammie goes on 
home visits with the 
Yancana Huasy 
Team in Canto 
Grande, Lima,Peru.  



Hammie went on a hike
to the Red Hill Firetower
in New Hampshire,USA.
Sammie’s husband Dick
says he is a good hiking
companion.

Lake Winnipesauke in Spring before ice-out.



Hammies are now in 12 countries 
around the world, and in many 
states in the USA, and we would 

love to know what they are up to –
what lessons they have taught and 
who they have met.  Send  power-

point slides or pictures with an 
explanation to hello@meethammie.com

and we will add them to this slide 
show. 

A spa day of rest at Centro 
Peyton in Canto Grande, 
Lima, Peru.

mailto:hello@meethammie.com

